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"Come all ye young fellows that follow the sea,
To my way haye, blow the man down,
And pray pay attention and listen to me,
Give me some time to blow the man down"

THE 1902 TAI O POLICE STATION ROZZERS UP THE HILL FAR AWAY

BY BRIAN COAK

One Hundred Gallant Years

Stand By Your Beds for The Emperor Far Away Inspection

Introduction

"I'm a deep water sailor just in from Hong Kong,
To my way haye, blow the man down,
If you'll give me some grog, I'll sing you a song,
Give me some time to blow the man down"

The writer first visited the 1902 Tai O Police Station in 1962
while in PTS. As a keen dinghy sailor in England and Hong
Kong thoughts turned to a posting to the Water or Marine
Police. This was not to be and other little adventures strayed
in a different direction and missed the opportunity to join that
special band of Marine police officers.
In 2008 the writer again visited Tai O Police Station to ponder
about his lost opportunity to take some photos of the building and pier. Dismay! The station
had been decommissioned and locked. The building was deteriorating due to sea air
weathering and time. Unarmed, after penetrating the barbed wire rusty perimeter I was
suddenly ambushed by three salivating fanged living Hounds of the Baskervilles. As
unsure whether the Tai O Clinic had tetanus or rabies shots a hasty retreat was discretion
clearly the better part of valour with one's trousers intact in hope of returning without
subterfuge.
That day arrived on Saturday 5 May 2012 when I was able to enter the old station
unopposed. This simple article is no more than a limited historical sketch reflecting the 110
year old Tai O Police Station era and those who served there.
Readers interested in sourcing the long history of the Hong Kong Water Police and its
modern Marine Division one may not need go further than read the excellent books
chronicled in Colin Crisswell and Mike Watson, "The Royal Hong Kong Police 1841-1945"
and Iain Ward's books, "Sui Geng The Hong Kong Police 1841-1950" and "Mariners: The
Hong Kong Police 1948-1997."
In my 'Whispers from the Past' I have quoted some thoughts from expatriate police
officer's I knew. In the book 'Old Tai O Police Station' by Daryl Ng, Director, Hong Kong
Heritage Conservation Foundation Ltd. you will find a number of articles from our former
Chinese police colleagues who were stationed there adding interest of Tai O time and
place.
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Tai O Early History
Tai O Bay natural sheltered harbour is strategically located at the centre of the Hong Kong
gate-Macau-Guangzhou sea trading triangle for centuries.The focus was on maritime
activities, piracy and unabated smuggling around Lantau, Cheung Chau, smaller islands
and Victoria harbour.
The early Qing dynasty (1641-1911) coastal military outposts were distributed throughout
southern China. One was located in Tuen Mun. There were 1831 references when the
size of the Tai Pang Battalion was increased with a headquarters located at Tung Chung
Walled City. After 1847, the garrison held over six hundred soldiers including forty
stationed at Tai O. Traces of the sentry posts were still visible in the 1920s.
Since the 1841 ceding of Hong Kong in the following years piracy, smuggling, triad
activities and clan wars continued to threaten the struggling traders, fishermen and
development of industries using heavy bamboo on skull methods to settle disputes.
Throughout South China region these illegal factors dominated maritime activities and the
way of life. Torpid interest by the Chinese authorities did not assist the cause.
Tai O (大澳) Village
The sheltered village is located on the western side of Hong Kong Lantau Island. On the
main part of Lantau Island a river splits to the north and west and at this fork lies the
hamlet referred to as Tai O known for Tanka boat people living in stilt structures. Two
pedestrian bridges crossed the river on its northern and western forks. The village is
located mostly on the banks of the river facing the South China Sea (See map and the
police station location and photos of today)

Prior 1898, the Tai O salt-industry was dominated by smuggling salt into China as it had a
high value revenue earner through taxation. Apart from smuggling, Tai O salt was traded
legitimately to the Philippines and sold in Hong Kong, mostly for industrial uses.

On the arrival of the British, there was a formal policy decision to expand the Tai O salt
industry. This was achieved by solar evaporation which allowed a greater salt output per
acre than the conventional leaching method. Salt workers from Swabue, Guangdong
Province were imported. The solar-evaporation fields became more productive during
WWI and by 1930 there were 120 acres of salt fields in four areas employing three
hundred salt workers. From 1936 and during the Pacific War the Japanese blockaded
China coasts resulting in an increase of salt smuggling from Tai O.
Post war salt foreign competition increased and fewer Tai O residents were engaged in
fishing as fish stocks in the 1950s dwindled and with it the local salt industry. The remote
location inhibited economic growth. In the 1970s the writer lived at Castle Peak Road used
to take the 'kaido' from Tuen Mun to Tai O to purchase salted fish goodies.
While Tai O has not been able to keep pace with economic activities at other local
harbours Tai O culture continues to practice eight Chinese traditional festivals and perform
tribute ritual to the gods especially during the Tuen Ng Dragon Boat festival. (Below photos
a form of hospice for the dying and 84 year old Tai O denizen carries on).

The Tai O rural backyard of Lantau Island verdant hills remain attractive and distinct free
from increasing urban encroachment. The village attracts tourists to enjoy the narrow
bustling streets, heritage temples, riverine ways and strange fish products. May it continue
but the threat of more concrete is real! (Tai O Today)

Hong Kong Law and Order
Despite the newly establishment of a police force in 1844 piracy was in danger of throttling
Hong Kong legal commerce both at sea and ashore. The first 'Water Police' unit were only
boatmen working under the Harbor-masters and Marine Magistrate with Lt. Pedder RN
and his assistant. In 1845 Captain Superintendent Charles May reviewed the police
organization including the Water Police. May formed a small unit of two European NCOs,
two European constables, two Chinese constables and eight Indian constables.They were
only able to patrol the main inner harbour in four-oared boats.

Water Police Establishment 1841-1860 & 1861-1872 & 1875 to 1899

The 1898 New Territories Lease
The 99 year lease of the New Territories and outlying islands added 355 square miles of
territory and 200 miles of pirate infested coastline. One of the first government tasks was
to assess the region and land added to the colony. James Stewart Lockhart later Colonial
Secretary and Registrar General with the military and PWD officers was tasked to make an
assessment of the extension of the Colony including its defensive capabilities.
Lockhart's 1899 Report on the police found that there were two classes. One called 'ch'ai'
or 'runners' under the Magistrate's control.They received no pay from government and a
livelihood through illicit 'squeeze'.There was also village constables appointed and paid
from village contributions.
A new era arrived with modern steam launches requiring a change in establishment and
rank restructuring of the Water Police. It took about a decade to become a more effective
force.
To improve Tai O public security, search and rescue the government established a police
post in a converted Chinese constructed Yamen with piracy prevention duties.
NT Police Establishment in 1899
The establishment of police officers in the NT in 1899 was tabled before Legco below.

After Lockhart's Police Report on the New Territories it was divided into two districts, North
comprising the mainland beyond Kowloon Hills while South included many islands.Three
chief officials were appointed to the budding administration to control law and order, land
revenue collection and the construction of new police stations. On the outbreak of the
Boxer anti-foreign movement in 1900 there was seething discontent in Canton caused an
increase of the armed forces in Hong Kong to about 10,500. A steamer, the 'Ut Fat', was
seized in Tai O and used to attack a coal ship in the Pearl River.

In January 1900 an ordinance was passed giving the Registrar General office powers to
summons Chinese for questioning any 'uncooperative' inhabitant. The District Officer
system of administration was adopted in the territory with a district headquarters and land
office established at Tai Po. Queen Victoria died on Tuesday 22 January 1901 at the age
of 81. By the end of the decade Hong Kong was living on commerce while industries
mainly associated with shipping and entrepot trade flourished together with small Chinese
industries increasing.
Four New NT Police Stations 1901
According to a Report laid before Legco on Work Executed by the Public Works
Department in the NT during 1901 new four police stations were under construction, Sai
Kung, Sheung Shui, Ping Shan and Tai O and modifications to Au Tau, San Tin, Tai Po and
Starling Inlet stations.(Legco Report 1901)

Tai O Police Station Colonial Style

Unhealthy Hong Kong
Hong Kong was not a healthy place in which to live or work! Malaria was endemic. Work of
erecting and draining police stations, telephone communications and Tai O station had
commenced.
No doubt the drainage reduced the police malaria cases and admissions to hospitals. See
table below. (Report NT Police Hospital Admissions Year 1902)

New Territories 1901 Crime Report
In the same Report shows the return of the crimes in the NT below.

The New Tai O Police Station The Director of Public Works Year 1902 Report

Tai O Police Station Location

The Tai O police station site was selected on a steep hillside on the southwestern coast of
the bay on a promontory near the government pier.The site gave a clear view of the
harbour and trading sea roads beyond. Piracy on the high seas and banditry was rife
ashore. The site selection was of strategic importance and defensive rather than for village
security, as the station was distant from the village. To improve the station's defensive
capabilities four cannons, a searchlight, flagpole and watchtower was constructed. At the
crest of the hill was a naval watching post overlooking the demarcation between British
and Chinese waters.
Tai O Police Station Site Plan
The contract was re-entered by government. A Mr.Chan Yew Ting took over the contract
and more satisfactory progress was made. The hill site required a cut slope on the hill.This
work may have added to the original contractor's financial difficulties.(Drawing of Tai O cut
slope)

General Description of the Police Station
The original station comprised to the west, a main building of two storeys and linked by a
footbridge a two storey supplementary structure smaller in size. As the establishment
increased over the years proposals were made in 1952 to demolish the supplementary
structure but was abandoned. In 1961 to 1962 an annex one storey extension was added
to improve living conditions as there were no flush toilets. All potable water hand to be
brought to the station by boat and carried by hand up the hill.
Front Elevation Drawing

The front elevation is similar to the Sheung Shui and Ping Shan Police Stations
constructed at the same time colonial style with arcades designed from Pattern Books but
simpler compared with other earlier police stations such as Aberdeen. At the rear
excavated slope behind the main building was used for stores and DG items. The upper
floors arcade provides shade and ventilation.
Ground Floor Plan

To enter the main building the ground floor entrance and rear exit in Tai O are offset from
centre. On the ground floor inside the entrance was the charge room, two
cells, armoury, three offices, telegraph 'tapper' room before telephones and store rooms
not forgetting an elegant fireplace to warm its occupants.

First Floor Plan

Initially the number of police officers were few. The first floor held five
rooms were used as quarters by the European officers. They could be
accessed by a wooden staircase from the report room where at the top
there was a metal security grill. (Photo of staircase and side grill).
As the establishment increased over the years to meet new force
employment in the 1950s some rooms were modified to improve hygiene,
comfort in this Hong Kong's most western remote outpost of the far flung
Empire. This included a lounge for the senior officers known as 'The
Parrots Nest.'
Adjoining Building
The adjoining supplementary building was constructed for the Indian officers at the same
time housed the laundry, kitchen, latrines on the ground floor.
The first storey was supported by simple local cast iron posts for the Indian officer's
quarters and connected to the main building by a covered walkway with a rear fire escape.
Sectional Drawing

A searchlight was mounted on the hill near the main building overlooking the pier to sweep
for possible intruders, bandits or craft.

Any potential threat could be met with rifle or cannon balls or fired during crapulent
escapades for raising morale during melancholy days. Later bren guns became handy in
culling elusive feral savage dogs at a distance. Further effective defensive items from fire
outside was the use of heavy metal shuttering over the windows. Also useful during
typhoon conditions.

1911 to 1938
The 1911 civil mayhem on the mainland smuggling arms and ammunition became a
growing business requiring the Water Police to increase patrols.
In 1914 government went back into the opium business on the expiry of the opium
monopoly. It brought trouble and more smuggling. A number of the police volunteered for
military service and joined the war to end all wars. Their places were taken by the Special
Police Reserve to serve in the Water Police until the end of the war. The same year an
audacious pirate attack took place on the 'Tai On' coastal steamer out of Hong Kong to
Kong Mun. The worst case in the Delta. The pirates set fire to the vessel and shooting
passengers and crew leaving over two hundred dead. Some of the pirates were caught
and seventeen legally executed in Canton.
Apart from gambling and robbery ashore piratical acts on the coastal steamers continued
as one of the most important quandaries facing the police. (Report of Police Strength
1918)

Dark Episode
In 1918 a tragic incident occurred at Tai O police station. The O.C. Sgt. Glendinning was
shot and killed in the report room by a disgruntled Indian constable. He tried to shoot the
sergeant's wife and child but missed and the couple escaped. The constable tried to set
fire to the station and then committed suicide in the barracks. The fire to the station
required to restructure the upper floor and damage caused by the fire costing $4,243.92
(Report of Director of Public Works 1918 below PWR NT Tai O Police Station Fire Cost
1918)

After the death of Sun Yat-sun in 1925 incited more violence between the Chiang Kai-shek
KMT forces and Mao Tse-tung's communists.The spill over of refugees and gangsters
among them were a threat. Tai O was not immune. In March 1925 a sixty armed gang
sealed off the village from the police station to prevent the alarm.The houses and shops
were raided by the gang getting away with their valuable booty killing a villager and
kidnapping two villagers as hostages.
In 1935 A number of Police Stations including Tai O received improvements to the
buildings.(PWD Report NT Public Works Improvements 1935)

Tai O was allocated it's first diesel motorboat PL 16. The small craft was used by sailors
and 'Sa Jins' who collected Crown rents and issuing fishing licences. They were well
known among the villagers. The craft did not survive WW II.
The 1900 to 1941 Water Police Establishment
The disciplined rank structure of the Water Police was different from the Chinese Land
Police contingent.

WWII II
Things were about to hot up in Tough Town. At 0800 on 7 December 1941 Hawaii and
Hong Kong received the first of its aerial attacks.The general duty of the police force
during hostilities was the maintenance of internal security and order.
As the Japanese land attack progressed rapidly Tai O and Cheung Chau police staff were
evacuated by police No.1 launch and all police were ordered to leave Lantau. Once the
Japanese military landed in Hong Kong Island the police were hard pressed keeping order
dealing with looters but arrested some fifth columnists trying to plant bombs in the
Gloucester arcade packed with refugees, women and children.The arrested columnists
were quickly 'disposed of' by firing squad. On 14 December 1941 Water Police began to
scuttle police and government launches to prevent their use by the Japanese.
Unfortunately, the vessels were not blown up so several were re-floated by the enemy. Tai
O was occupied by the Japanese and installed local puppet police but were harassed by
anti Japanese guerrillas until 1945. Most of the European army, police and civilians spent

three years and three months in boring internment camps suffering many hardships as did
the remaining local residents faced the Japanese occupiers with courage and
uncertainties.
After the Japanese Surrender in October 1945 Colonel Pittendrigh reoccupied Cheung
Chau and Tai O at the request of the villagers.
The Hong Kong Police Force had to be reconstructed. New police vessels were needed
but the Admiralty was in the process of winding down. One hundred and sixty-two craft
were allocated to the Hong Kong Government. In 1946 ex-diesel Admiralty tugboats were
used in harbour duties. Two ocean rescue tugs arrived armed with Bren guns and
Oerlikons became Launches No1 & 2. An 18-foot steel ex-naval launch PL 25 went to Tai
O. Two ex-Naval Motor fishing Vessels (MFVs) became PL 3 & 4.
In 1946 the formidable PL 4 hit a mine near Peng Chau and seven crew were killed.
1948 - 1960 Bamboo Curtain
Treachery
The Water Police was in transformation to a Marine police. There were new tensions just
across the border between KMT and Communist forces. On 6 May 1949 PL 1 was at
anchor in Mirs Bay. As part of an inside job, two crew members murdered the highly
commended O.C. 'Shorty' Olivier and his sub Inspector Haynes, Detective Corporal Wong
Kam and shot the Senior Coxswain Liu who attempted to fight back. The launch was
beached then the murderers handed over a large amount of ammunition and arms to a
communist Brigade. In a later raid some of the arms were recovered. (Between 1945 and
1949 twenty-three Water Police officers were killed on duty) (Photo PL1 1937)

Shek PIk Battle 1949
A pirate gang taking the liberty of robbing some villagers bumped into a police routine
patrol from Tai O. A fire fight ensued and the gang retreated to a temple. Back up arrived in
four police launches. The fire fight continued until the leader and another were killed when
the rest of the brigands surrendered.
The KMT army wilted under Mao Tse-tung's red tide. The soldiers on both sides were quite
trigger happy consequently took an opportunity now and then to a bit of shooting practice
leaving a scar or two on police launches and steamers.

Ignominy
The steel ex-naval launch designated PL 25 was attached to Tai O station in 1952. A savvy
room boy at the station and his confreres 'nicked' the launch at the pier and sailed away
into the sunset to the Chinese La Sa Wei Island not far outside Hong Kong territorial
waters. One can imagine the amount of bumph generated when it hit the fan? Hopefully, 'it'
was distributed evenly? PL 25 was replaced by a motorboat PL 10 that survived WW II that
Humphrey Bogart would have appreciated. The vessel was re-designated PL17.
Another Tragic Incident
In 1953 the Korean war was winding down. The Marine Police and Navy patrolled the
Hong Kong waters and Pearl River Estuary. The Navy flotilla used armed 75ft motor
launches of 50 tons (MLs). In September MLP1323 and Police launch No.3 were tied up
at Tai O pier. The ML went back on patrol when a Chinese landing craft LCM 3-141 spotted
MLP1323. When ordered to stop MLP1323 turned towards Tai O.The vessel was hit by
raking fire and then heavy shells. A signal went out but the shells killed all in the
deckhouse and brought down the radio mast. The vessel was a sitting duck.The Tai O
naval watching station on the hill saw the incident and sent a flash message to HMS
Tamar. The cavalry were on the way. The first to arrive were two RAF mosquito planes
who buzzed the Communist LCM and the Chinese Lin Tin island. It gave a bit of time for
the damaged MLP1323 to limp toward Tai O with the help of police PL17. Of the
complement of 12 aboard the MLP1323 seven were killed, two seriously wounded and the
rest injured. (photo MLP1323 and the fallen in Happy Valley Cemetery)

More Treachery
If there was enough on their plate to deal with the regular Communist marine soldiers also
there were the motley unpredictable militia.
More bumph hits the diplomatic fan! The new launch PL 28 and crew were based at Sai
Kung covering Port Shelter and Rocky Harbour. The O.C. was ashore at the station while
the launch rode easy at it's buoy. Unknowingly, there was a traitor among the otherwise
happy crew. In July 1954, at night Constable Yiu Tak and three accomplices killed Corporal
Cheng second in command when he resisted and the body was thrown overboard.The
radio operator was seriously assaulted before he could send off a message while the rest
of the crew were overpowered. Constable Yiu ordered the operator with a pistol at his
head to call the O.C. to come aboard. Not waiting for the O.C. the pirated launch sailed
north out of Hong Kong Territorial waters into 'red' waters. Traitor Yiu's message to the
O.C. only came through late and probably saved his life. Corporal Cheng's body was
recovered. At the funeral an order was issued of a posthumously award of the Queen's
Police Medal for Gallantry, The launch and crew were returned to Hong Kong 25 days
later.

Hazardous Weather
Alone, alone, all alone. Alone on a wide, wide sea! All sailors on the sea keep an eye open
for a weather change as the skies strongly gyrate above the shot green scrotum tightening
sea. In the 1930s, Tai O Police Station was selected for a tropical cyclone signal mast
nearby the searchlight.
In the Far East these cyclones or typhoons has a long history of destructive force effecting
Hong Kong averaging a rate of 16 typhoons per year over the South China Sea destroying
homes, craft and beaching ocean going ships. The death toll on the populace is always
appalling. It is a difficult time in such conditions herding the small craft to shelter preparing
to batten down.The writer experienced Typhoon Wanda in 1962 and Rose 1971 that hit
Hong Kong. Rose struck two Macau steamers the 'Lee Hong' and 'Fat Shan' and all hands
were lost. The Marine police recovered 83 bodies from the sea. Paul Dickinson may
remember this well?
1960 Cultural Revolution Exodus
China controls the water entry into Hong Kong with it the refugees or illegal immigrants
and the land frontier. In1962 the Chinese frontier guards opened the turnstiles. The
refugee numbers became a deluge over land. The police were rounding up the refugees
across the hills and herding them into barbed wired corrals like sheep. Over the years the
China illegal flow continued but better controlled with Chinese diplomatic cooperation. The
low crime rate and Tai O population gradually decreasing the old 1902 Tai O Police Station
was closed on 1 December 1996 not before the only first Women Senior Inspector her first
and last day in command there. The station was officially closed in 2002 after one hundred
years.
Police Mariners
Prior 1900, the Water Police were the Cinderella unit compared with the land police force.
They were recruited and trained separately with differing ranks and uniforms.The Water
Police were paid about half the salaries of their land colleagues. In 1948 until reform it was
accepted Mariners required new seamanship skills to serve on new armed steam vessels.
Many of the remote village island communities were visited by marine police with
government administrative licensing tasks and to keep an eye on illegal activities. The
units were known as the 'Pangolin' or Village Penetration Patrols (VPPs).There were three
armed units at Tai O who carried bulky radio sets for communication.
During the British Colonial era a striking feature was the different ethnicity of the Army
regiments and police forces, culture, language, dialect and colour. Tai O Police Station was
no different. The rural outpost up the hill far away and marine launches had an
establishment of European supervisors, Indians, Chinese living in segregated quarters and
offices. One can imagine the difficulty in maintaining harmony, discipline and morale?
Living space was spartan, potable water was delivered by sampan and carried up the hill.
No electricity or telephone. 'thunderboxes' were in use for the first sixty years in the
station.'The Emperor' in Tsim Sha Tsui Marine HQ already enjoyed the convenience of
flush toilets. Flushed toilets were only installed in 1962 on the construction of the Tai O
first storey Extension.

As the years ticked by so did the complexities of governing the territory's waters also the
demands on the mariner's expertise. On engagement many volunteered simply to earn
enough to fill their families rice bowls. For some adventure to work in remote places of the
empire or attracted to the unique marine uniforms. Everybody loves a sailor!
Whispers from the Past
Wally Scrag: Remembered when he was a recruit in PTS and his first visited to Tai O
in1941 on PL 3 Cruising launch and meeting the OC Police Sergeant Jim Galvin. The next
time he saw Galvin was in hospital minus a finger shot off by a Japanese. Wally watched
on the verandah of Police Station No.7 (Western) as the Japanese were bombing Kai Tak
airport and PL 1 Cruising Launch towing a junk into Victoria harbour with the evacuated
staff of Tai O and Cheung Chau stations.
George Cowgill: Recalled landing at Tai O pier in 1946 with 36 men of A troop Royal
Marine Commando to restore civil authority. He found the old police station in poor shape
after the Japanese surrender. He was in charge as O.C. Tai O for ten months. A
commando asked if this land is British? Explaining the constitutional position of the lease
he said, "It runs out in 1997." Mr. & Mrs. Cowgwill returned to Tai O station in the 1980s
when Mark Pelly was Divisional Superintendent Islands. He thought that the place had not
changed too much. The old little hand pulled 'ferry' across the creek was still there.
Tubby Mattinson: In1947 armed robberies and fire fights with bandits was a daily
occurrence In the New Territories. He knew some of the prewar guerrillas. On Lantau there
was the occasional murder, armed robbery or piracy off the coast. It was a poverty-stricken
place. His main concern was the security of wealthy visitors attending the Ngong Ping
Monastery festivals. He reckoned his best source of intelligence was the Tai O station
coolie 'Jumbo.'
John MacDonald: Was the SDI and Charlie Harbert (Little Shrimp) was the ASDI. In
1950, two hundred drafted PLA soldiers deliberately beached their landing craft and swam
ashore on Lantau. Harbert cooly persuaded the PLA leader and party to go to Tai O.
Arrangements were made to return the soldiers and their weapons utilizing PL 3 from Tai O
to Castle Peak and then escorted by road to Man Kam To frontier crossing. Sadly, in 1964
Harbert and Corporal Lam and Constable Kwong were killed by a villager in a gun fight.
(The writer was off duty in CID/NB arrived by car from Lok Ma Chau station about to turn
into Lam Tsuen Valley Road. I was stopped and simply told there had been an 'incident'
and ordered by the police to turn back to the Tai Po Road to Kowloon)
Mike Illingworth: Later the doyen of Marine Police was posted to Tai O as SDI in 1952.
He recalls enjoying the long land patrols to the monastery for vegetarian food.Towards the
end of each year was the run of the fish from the Pearl Estuary. The sight of a few hundred
loaded sailing fishing junks was a remarkable sight not to be seen again. Despite the low
level of comfort at the station one could sip an inspiring cold ale on the verandah or
athletically ascend the many steep steps behind the station to the Royal Navy Radar
Station to watch a movie. After handing over the station to the incoming SDI unfamiliar to
marine work he was recommended to keep an eye weather on PL 25 the station motor
boat. A few weeks later the motor boat was 'lifted' and ended up in China hands. (No doubt
the lad received a bucket full of 'dim gais' from the Emperor to fill his in-tray for months)

Margaret Anderson: Andy Anderson was SDI Tai O in 1953 to 1954. She recalls Tai O
was her first home as a bride. The generous welcoming from the villagers, police
colleagues and fire crackers.There was no transport so she joined some of the police
village patrols. Ngong Ping hills was like Shangrila.
Paul Dickinson: As a single ex Royal Marine Commando was looking for high adventure
and splendid seclusion. He got it! He recalls when he was ASDI in 1959 and SDI of Tai O
from 1961 to 1962. He found unchanged simple rural China life and hard working black
garbed Hakka ladies with buffaloes pulling ploughs. There were no roads, no telephones
or fancy flush toilets. Hong Kong Island and the lights of the "Wanch' was four hours away
by ferry.
It suited a young man's operational dependence.The Marine Emperor's headquarters was
too far away from the Venice of the East. The good working relationship between the two
Inspectors the SDI and ASDI and the troops never failed. It was an almost idyllic existence.
After Tai O postings to Tai Po, Sha Tau Kok and Cheung Chau followed. Tai O gets my
vote for being the very best in every way. (The writer visited Tai O station in 1962 but Paul
was on leave but I met Mike Hammett the ASDI).
Iain Ward; Tai O 'Last Outpost' was my first independent command but many challenges
for a young lad filling in police 'Pol' returns to justify senior officers time between the
Emperor's office and 'The Mariner's Rest' water hole. Tai O was a beautiful place to live.
Life there was so very civilized, breakfast on the verandah, sundowners and flaming
sunsets over the bay. Iain's last look at the old station was in 1999 from PL 82 as the
station had been shuttered.
Last word from Iain author and water police expert. Legend has it that the old station
building may be renovated into an exclusive hotel? I hope they do. It will always be a very
special place.
Tai O Station Revitalisation
The Old Tai O Police Station was listed as a Grade III historic building in 1988. In 2002 the
old station was finally decommissioned leaving behind some bullet scars. In 2008, the
station was included among seven buildings among the Hong Kong government's owned
historic buildings scheme for reuse. The building was upgraded Grade II historic building in
2009.
The non profit Hong Kong Heritage Conservation Foundation Ltd.was selected to revitalize
the old building into a heritage theme boutique hotel. The renamed Tai O Heritage Hotel
was opened in 2012.

On Saturday 5 May 2012 the writer wandered through the Tai O village narrow fishy lanes
past the stilt huts sticking out of the water then past the mangroves before taking the new

entrance of the old police station near the pier fifty years later after my first visit in 1962.
Past one of the old cannons arriving at the searchlight and into the former charge room.
The old report room, cells and fire place and the whole building had been sensitively
renovated.
Standing in front of the main building looking out to sea there seemed to be little change in
outline except that the buildings are now in pristine condition ready and fit for an Emperor
far away's inspection. There are nine suites named based on marine police rankings,
name of police launches. The former extension roof has been covered for restaurant use.
Epilogue
After looking at the bullet marks on one of the metal window shutters it left one full of
respect of the many police officers and other marine staff worked in and out of the building
facing every danger at land and sea over the last one hundred years!

"Our anchor we'll weigh,
And our sails we will set.
Goodbye, fare-ye-well,
Goodbye, fare-ye-well.
The friends we are leaving,
We leave with regret,
Hurrah, my boys, we're homeward bound"

Brian Coak 2012

